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2. Pedagogy of Language Development

(Mother tongue) 

natural environment 

second language learn - difficult English

teaching principles 

english teacher second language 

teaching 

(i) Frequency : words -

book, house, chair, table, bus etc. 

(ii) Range : word (range) 

teacher teach 

range words 

(iii) Availability : (two things) 

(1) Word simple and convenient 

pencil, pen, sharpner, ruler, bag, table, chair

(2) Word LCD, T.V. Refrigerator,

Sofa, Bed, Bowl, Plate etc. available 

teacher teach 

(iv) word covering capacity selection

Covering capacity word 

Vegetable word tomato,

carrot, pea, potato, cabbage, pumpkin etc. 

(v) Teachability : words selection 

hut house

drawing board picture other

methods meaning 

(vi) Psychologists age 

words higher

classes students lower classes

students difficult 

select students (learnability) 

6  useful teaching material selection

 Principles of Gradation :

Gradation matter Gradation 

matter 

2.1 Principles of Language Teaching

language learning

(i) Principle of grouping : matter sound,

situation, sentence structures meaning 

grouping matter learn easy &

simple 

(a) matter sound group 

phonetic grouping cow, how, now, right, fight,

height group 

(b) words form, function topic

‘lexical grouping’ banana, orange, apple,

mango context fruit 

(c) matter sentence structure group 

‘Grammatical grouping’ He goes. They

go. She plays. I jump. You eat 

‘Grammatical grouping’ 

(d) Meaning matter group 

Charming, beautiful, enchanting heading

‘grouping of semetic’ 

(ii) Principle of sequencing : matter 

problem Grouped matter 

Principle of sequencing subject 

- (subject) Sequence 

(a) Grammatical sequence : structure 

simple sentence subject

+ verb + object She is taking tea.

structure closely related

She is taking tea with her friends in her house.

(b) Lexical sequence : - word

nor follows neither, or follows

either.

(c) Sematic sequence : word meaning 

meaning 

 Principle of Presentation : Presentation 

lesson proper

manner lesson presentation

classroom 

atmosphere 
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modern teaching Correct
pronunciation, tonation, pause, stress, articulation and
expression student teacher 

pronunciation drill choral

drill students 

 Principle of Testing : principle, learner teacher 

Test Exam student knowledge

teacher 

way of teaching 

 Examination way of motivation 

 Principle of Comprehensible Input : students 

subject perfect provide 

 Principle of Purpose :

(purpose) 

second third language -

academic, scientific, commercial purpose 

purpose, fix purpose 

 Principle of Motivation : Skinner 

Second language learn students motivate

(motivation) 

(i) Arousing technique : 

(ii) Expectancy techniques : students clear

(iii) Incentive techniques : students 

praise, prize, grades, punishment competitions 

 Principle of Language Opportunities : Language 

opportunities 

Learners -

 Principle of Habit Formation : Foreign language learn

students habits 

(a)

(b) intonation accent 

(c) News papers, magazines, story book 

(d) Silent reading library 

(e) Exact articulation 

(f) Dictionary consult 

(g) Imitation 

(h) Spelling 

(i) Words proper context 

 Principle of Naturalness : Language 

learn language natural

sequence LSRW   
sequence 

 Principle of Interest : easily learn 
interest english 

teacher students 

Interest

(i) Audio visual aid picture, chart, record, gramophone

(ii) activities; 
(iii) Life 

 Principle of Language Practice : Grammar drill word
memorization Errors 

practice 
Speaking, reading writing 

 Principle of Multiple line of Approach : 

teacher goal 
points English 

common approach 
 The social approach  The cultural approach
 The situational approach  The structural approach
 The behavioural approach  The functional approach
 The conversation approach  The oral aural approach

 Principle of Providing Condusive Environment : second
language students 

situation class 

meaningful situation 
 Principle of Linking with Life : - life 

teaching 
class room house play field 

market Class english teacher 
meaning convey real class

room students 
language structures 

 Principle of Proportion : Language teacher language 

 The Principle of Accuracy and Correctness : Accuracy 
meaning words 
correct word context 

Pronunciation, spelling, intonation,
structures articulation correctness 

 Principle of Reinforcement : Reinforcement 

strong 
sounds utterances -
reinforcement 

sounds utterance
language -
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 Principle of Learning by Doing : Language main

focus –listening, speaking, reading, writing 

develop practice drill 

 Principle of phonology : Spoken language 

written language 

symbols symbols attach

learn Foreign language 

 Principle of Language Aptitude : Language 

Language aptitude 

components pupils 

component 

(i) Phonetic coding : Sound code 

develop 

(ii) Grammar : control 

 Principle of Using Mother Tongue : 

mother tongue 
 Principle of Passive and Active Vocabulary : English language

purpose vocabulary 

vocabulary Passive Active

language 

 Principle of Creativity and Self-expression : English 

student 

expression new expressions create

self-confidence 

 Principle of Remedical Teaching : 

remedial teaching stage 

scientific methods 

follow subject matter simple

manner follow 

 Principle of Sympathy and Co-operation : 

co-operating effort English 

students  sympathy co-

operate Teacher 

problem subject matter easily 
 Principle of Recognizing individual differences : Classroom

learners high

slow learners recognize separate methods apply

learners 

2.2 Learning and Acquisition

Learning : Learning process 
life learn helpless learning 

depend - environment 
Adaptation 

process action advantage 

psycologists tearing Learning 
comprehensive word Learning reactions based 

Learning life-long process 

language human being 
innat capacity 

subjects English second language 
English learning students particular practice

mother-tongue help 
Philosophical frame work main categories 
learning theories depend 
1. Behaviourism—

2. Cognitivism—
3. Constructivism—
Behaviourism learning obserable aspects 

Cognitivism theories learning explain 
behaviour Constructivism process 

learners New ideas concepts 

Definition of Learning :
1. Blayer, Johns & Simpson—“Any change of behaviour

which is a result of experience and which causes people
to face later situations differently may be called learning.”

2. Morgan and Gilliland—“Learning is some modification
in the behaviour of the organism as a result of experience
which is retained for atleast a certain period of time.”

3 Gates and others—“Learning is modification of behaviour
through experience and training.”

4. Skinner—“Learning is a process of progressing
behaviour adoption.”

5. Crow and Crow—“Learning is the acquisition of habits,
knowledge and attitude.”

6. Kuppuswami—“Learning is the process by which an
organism, as a result of its interaction in a situation
acquires a new mode of behaviour pattern of the organism
to same degree.”

Characteristics of Learning :

1. All living is learning
2. Learning is change
3. Learning is universal
4. Learning is growth
5. Learning is adjustment
6. Learning is purposive
7. Learning is doing something new
8. Learning is organizaton of experiences
9. Learning is Intelligent
10. Learning is active
11. Learning is a both Indivdual and Social
12. Learning is a Product of Environment
13. Learning is Discovery.
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Effective Method of Learning :
1. Learning by doing
2. Learning by Observation
3. Learning by Experimenting
4. Learning by Group Method
5. Project, Dalton & Basic Method
6. Learning by Mixed Method
7. Organization of Learning  Process

Stages of Learning : Learning four

stages 

1. First stage ‘acquisition’ stage new

task learn 

2. Second stage ‘influence’/‘proficiency’ stage 

higher degree accuracy new task

perform 

3. Third stage ‘maintenance’ stage 

teaching task able 

4. Fourth stage ‘generalization’ stage 

learned skills task situations or environments

generalize 

Language Acquisition :

Language acquisition process 

language perceive capacity 

words sentences Communicate

Language acquisition 

non-humans - language use communicate 

Language acquisition ‘first-language

acquisition’ infants native language 

acquisition prelingual deafness 

spoken language signed language second

language acquisition  additional languages 

acquisition (children & adults) different

script language speech, reading writing 

foreign language literacy complexities 

Acquisition Stage : Acquisition 

stage new task 

initially mistakes -

activity accurately perform 

Strategies to be use during acquisition stage :

new task steps 

1. first time 

task 

2. ability demonstration 

- step verbal instruction 

task physical help 

3. training verbal

instruction new task same 

instruction change 

puzzle 

4. task appreciation 

learning help 

appreciation reinforcement 

5. activity performance feed back

Important Questions
1. The skills are developed through–

(A) Literature teaching
(B) Language teaching
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

2. The grammar teaching is includes–
(A) Rules
(B) Principles
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

3. Who says that, “The desired goal or out-
come at which instruction is aimed ?”
(A) Thompson (B) L.A.C. strong
(C) P. Gurrey (D) Dr. B.S. Bloom

4. “All objective should be regarded as para-
mount and equal importance should be
given to each ?” Who’s the scholar of above
statement ?
(A) Wyatt (B) Thompson
(C) Champion (D) A.V. P. Elliott

5. Content of literature teaching is–

(A) Stories (B) Poetry
(C) Prose (D) All of these

6. The objective of language teaching is–
(A) Psychomotor
(B) Cognitive
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) All of these

7. Who gave the principle of Motivation?
(A) Mc. Doogle (B) Skinner
(C) Dewey (D) W.D. Lave

8. Who says, “Teach first those sentence-
structures the use of which can be made
clear by means of visible action in the class-
room ?”
(A) Wren (B) W.R. Lee
(C) Skimson (D) Skinner

9. Teaching English involves–
(A) Language teaching
(B) Literature teaching
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

10. The content of language teaching is–

(A) Syntax (B) Grammar

(C) Semantics (D) All of these

11. Who says, “by utilizing objects and
pictures interesting to the class, as
subjects of conversation; by allowing all
boys to do something as well as to say
something; by giving fullest play, within
the limits of good discipline, to the child-
ish instinct for activity, change, and move-
ment.”

(A) Wren (B) W.R. Lee

(C) Skimson (D) Skinner

12. A language preserves the–

(A) Certain principles

(B) Facts

(C) Beliefs

(D) All of these

13. The main linguistic principle is the–

(A) Language skill (B) Grammar

(C) Communication(D) All of these
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14. The main principle of language teaching
is–
(A) Naturalness (B) Imitation
(C) Oral Work (D) All of these

15. A language involves the–
(A) Certain Principles
(B) Certain rules
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

16. Principles of ....... emphasises on model
reading by the teacher.
(A) Gradation (B) Selection
(C) Testing (D) Presentation

17. Motivation is a process of–
(A) controlling one’s interest
(B) maintaining one’s interest
(C) arousing one’s interest
(D) all the above

18. Interest is said to be–
(A) interest in action
(B) contingent on motivation
(C) attention that is latent
(D) None of the above

19. The principle of gradation–
(A) is grading the matter
(B) is simplifying the matter
(C) is allotting serial number
(D) is giving grade

20. Match the following statements–
(i) The principle (a) bringing about

of definite aims change in
teaching.

(ii) The principle of (b) arousing interest
 variety means

(iii)The principle of (c) simplifying the
gradation means matter

(iv)the principle of (d) the teacher
motivation of should teach
means purpose fully.

(A) (i) d, (ii) a, (iii) c, (iv) b
(B) (i) d, (ii) c, (iii) a, (iv) b
(C) (i) d, (ii) c, (iii) b, (iv) a
(D) (i) a, (ii) b, (iii) d, (iv) c

21. The main function of a language is–
(A) Evolution (B) Preservation
(C) Interaction (D) All of these

22. The purpose of language learning is to
understand–
(A) Phonemes
(B) Sentence structure
(C) Grammar
(D) All of these

23. According to which principle of teaching
only exposure is insufficient for language
teaching ?
(A) Principle of purpose.
(B) Principle of comprehensible input.

(C) Principle of motivation.
(D) Principle of Language opportunities.

24. Who gave the principle of Motivation?
(A) Dewey (B) Skinner
(C) Friad (D) Mc. Doogle

25. According to Herbert Grammar should be
taught by–
(A) Inductive Method
(B) Deductive Method
(C) Inductive and Deductive Method
(D) None of these

26. According to which principal, learner
follows the sound and language patterns
of parents, teachers and even classmates?
(A) Principle of Imitation
(B) Principle of Providing Condusive

Environment
(C) Principle of Multiple line of Ap-

proach
(D) Principle of Comprehensible Input.

27. “A child can remember a ‘rose’ more if he
had seen it himself than he hadn’t seen”.
This is an example of–
(A) Principle of Accuracy and correct-

ness
(B) Principle of Phonology
(C) Principle of Learning by doing
(D) Principle of Concreteness.

28. Which of the following is incorrect about
Principle of Accuracy and Correctness.
(A) Selection of the words should be cor-

rect.
(B) Use of the words should be economi-

cal.
(C) Expression should be impressive.
(D) Pronunciation may be incorrect.

29. ..........is based on the thought that the
whole system of language cannot be taught
in a small period.
(A) Principles of selection
(B) Principles of Gradation
(C) Principles of Presentation
(D) Principles of Testing

30. According to which, teaching matter
should not be selected–
(A) Frequency (B) Pronunciation
(C) range (D) availability

31. Words or structures, used ............ should
be selected according to the Principle of
selection.
(A) frequently (B) rarely
(C) hardly (D) none of these

32. ...............tells the number of situations in
which a word can be used.
(A) Frequency (B) range
(C) availability  (D) coverage

33. Teacher should select words with more
........... for teaching.
(A) range (B) coverage
(C) teachability (D) none of these

34. ............... words should be selected to
teach.

(A) useful (B) rarely used

(C) hard (D) all the above

35. Words with more ..................... capacity
should be selected to teach.

(A) range (B) covering

(C) pronunciation (D) none of these

36. A word can display how many words,
come in .....................

(A) range (B) frequency

(C) coverage (D) teachability

37.  ..................... is effected by words.

(A) range (B) frequency

(C) coverage (D) teachability

38. According to ..................... things should
be taught considering age of students in
Principle of selection.

(A) range (B) learnability

(C) coverage (D) frequency

39. There are ..................... Principles of se-
lection.

(A) 4 (B) 5

(C) 6 (D) 3

40. Six Principles of selection force on
selection of .....................

(A) useful material

(B) good compositions

(C) interesting stories

(D) all the above

41. The meaning of Gradation is to make the
matter.

(A) hard (B) easy

(C) useful (D) rare

42. There are ..................... types of Principles
of Gradation.

(A) 2 (B) 3

(C) 4 (D) 5

43. When the matter is grouped on the base
of sound of matter, it is called–

(A) Principle of Grouping

(B) Phonetic grouping

(C) Lexical grouping

(D) All the above

44. When the words are grouped on the base
of situation, it is called–

(A) Principle of grouping

(B) Phonetic grouping

(C) Lexical grouping

(D) None of these

45. When the matter is grouped on the base
of sentence structure, it is called–

(A) Phonetic grouping

(B) Grammatical grouping

(C) Lexical grouping

(D) Sematic grouping
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46. When the matter is grouped on the base
of meaning, it is called–
(A) Phonetic grouping
(B) Grammatical grouping
(C) Lexical grouping
(D) Sematic grouping

47.  ..................... tells about the sequence of
grouped matter, to be taught.
(A) Phonetic grouping
(B) Principle of grouping
(C) Principle of sequencing
(D) None of these

48.  ..................... sequence is related to struc-
ture.
(A) Grammatical (B) Lexical
(C) Sematic (D) None of these

49. According to ..................... sequence, first
of all simple structure, having subject-verb,
should be taught–
(A) Lexical (B) Sematic
(C) Grammatical (D) None of these

50.  ..................... sequence is related to it,
which word follows whom.
(A) sematic (B) Lexical
(C) Grammatical (D) None of these

51.  ..................... sequence is done according
to the meaning of words.
(A) Sematic (B) Lexical
(C) Grammatical (D) All the above

52. What is the correct way of introducing a
lesson to students, come under the
Principles of–
(A) Selection (B) Gradation
(C) Presentation (D) Testing

53. In Principles of ....................., to prepare
suitable atmosphere in classroom is
forced.
(A) Selection (B) Presentation
(C) Gradation (D) Testing

54. Principles of ..................... emphasises on
model reading by the teacher.
(A) Selection (B) Testing
(C) Gradation (D) Presentation

55. Pronunciation drill is focused in Principles
of .....................
(A) Selection (B) Testing
(C) Presentation (D) None of these

56. Loud reading by students is emphasised
in Principles of–
(A) Selection
(B) Presentation
(C) Gradation
(D) All the above

57. Choral reading by students is forced in
Principles of .....................
(A) Presentation
(B) Selection
(C) Gradation
(D) Testing

58. Asking questions relation to lessons, is
focused in Principles of .....................
(A) Selection (B) Presentation
(C) Gradation (D) Testing

59. Language is a means of :
(A) Communication
(B) Social Control
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these.

60. Important Material of teaching reading
are
(A) Black-board and flash card
(B) Pictures and games.
(C) Action
(D) All of these.

61. Which of the following is not the
linguistic principle ?
(A) Language is vocal
(B) Language is learned
(C) Language is directive system
(D) Language is a system.

62. The teaching of English—“Mother
Tongue is the basis of all work.” This is
the remark given by
(A) Michal West (B) Ryburn
(C) George (D) None of these.

63. The word lingua means :
(A) Legs (B) Tongue
(C) Eyes (D) Head.

64. Who said “English is our major window
of the modern world ?
(A) Pandit Nehru
(B) Gandhiji
(C) Abraham Lincon
(D) Vivekanand

65. Language learning starts from :
(A) Speaking (B) Reading
(C) Writing (D) None of these.

66. Language is learnt through
(A) Listening (B) Speaking
(C) Reading (D) Imitation.

67. How many Language we use first of
all ?
(A) Symbolic (B) Oral
(C) Written (D) All of these.

68. Aim of language is :
(A) Speech
(B) Communication
(C) Research
(D) None of these.

69. Language is a subject of :
(A) Knowledge (B) Cramming
(C) Skill (D) None of these

70. Learning a language is a
(A) gradual process
(B) fast process
(C) instant process
(D) all inclusive process

71. According to the observation in the NCF
2005 (3.1.3), English is a ....... language
in India.

(A) First (B) Global

(C) Second (D) Foreign

72. Language acquisition–

(A) is the memorization and use of nec-
essary vocabulary

(B) involves a systematic approach to
the analysis and comprehension of
grammar as well as to the memoriza-
tion of vocabulary

(C) refers to the process of learning a na-
tive or a second language because of
the innate capacity of the human
brain

(D) is a technique intended to simulate
the environment in which children
learn their native language

73. Learning a new language after puberty
leads to ..... of a foreign language.

(A) normal acquisition

(B) greater mastery

(C) loss of mastery

(D) difficulty in acquisition

74. ‘Language is one of the most important
and characteristics forms of human
behaviour’. It is the statement of

(A) Gleason

(B) MacIver and Page

(C) Mahatma Gandhi

(D) Dr. RK Agarwal

75. Language acquisition means–

(A) knowing about a language

(B) an unconscious process that occurs
when language is used in real conver-
sation

(C) learning the rules of a language

(D) formal way of learning a language

Answers

1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (C) 5. (D)

6. (C) 7. (B) 8. (B) 9. (C) 10. (D)

11. (A) 12. (D) 13. (D) 14. (D) 15. (C)

16. (D) 17. (D) 18. (C) 19. (B) 20. (A)

21. (D) 22. (D) 23. (B) 24. (B) 25. (C)

26. (A) 27. (D) 28. (D) 29. (A) 30. (B)

31. (A) 32. (B) 33. (A) 34. (A) 35. (B)

36. (C) 37. (D) 38. (B) 39. (C) 40. (A)

41. (B) 42. (A) 43. (B) 44. (C) 45. (B)

46. (D) 47. (C) 48. (A) 49. (A) 50. (B)

51. (A) 52. (C) 53. (B) 54. (D) 55. (C)

56. (B) 57. (A) 58. (B) 59. (C) 60. (D)

61. (C) 62. (B) 63. (B) 64. (A) 65. (A)

66. (D) 67. (A) 68. (B) 69. (C) 70. (D)

71. (C) 72. (C) 73. (D) 74. (A) 75. (B)
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Role of Listening and Speaking :

Language development, learning society 

listening speaking Students ideas, feeling

thoughts formal informal

situations respond 

processes skill 

acquire critically 

information oral language 

use 
Listening : (The Role of Listening) :

1. Language learning foundation 

2. Concepts, ideas facts understanding develop

3. People verbal interaction provide 

4. Education process (basis) provide 

Oral work language good learning 

language learning foundation Oral

work conducting different ways 

1. Questions 

2. Role play perform 

3. Actions perform 

4. Film chart show 

5. story outline 

6. Oral composition present 

7. Reproduction exercises 

Speaking :

Language speech sustenance dynamism 

Language read and write 

Role of Speaking :

1. Language sounds - stress, rhythm 

intonation -

2. Grammatical meaningful sequence (sound

stress, rhythm intonation) 

3. Social relationship enhance social

situations speech sequence 

4. Social acceptability purpose situation 

points 

5. Fluency, pleasant conversation ease of speech

develop 

Function of Language :
“Speech is the instrument of society” —Johnson

Language (requirement) 

means of communication Without language, 

different Language function explain 

1. Expressive Function : Language feelings

help 

readers listeners feelings 

2. Informative Function : language 

information 

3. Communicative Function : Society 

(sharing) communication Communication

language 

4. Directive Function : Language direction 

(means) 

5. Interaction Function : Language one-way communi-

cation two-way communication 

6. Evolutionary Function : Society

language development

7. Preservation Function : knowledge,

observations experiences written form 

2.3 Role of Listening and Speaking, Function of Language
& How Children use it as a tool

Important Questions
1. The proper order of learning a language

is :
(A) Listening and writing
(B) Speaking and writing.
(C) Writing, reading, listening and

speaking.
(D) Listening and understanding,

speaking, reading and writing.
2. The listening is the function of :

(A) Audio sense (B) Video sense
(C) Lingual sense (D) None of these.

3. Where does a child learn standard form
of language ?

(A) At home (B) In society
(C) In class (D) In School.

4. Oral and written composition including
conversation :
(A) 5 periods a week
(B) 3 periods a week
(C) 2 periods of a week
(D) None of these

5. Which one of the following is not true in
relation to the use of children literature?
(A) It makes them understand and

respect diverse cultures

(B) Their reading proficiency deterio-
rates and gets worse

(C) It helps in developing learners
imagination

(D) It broadens their mental horizon
6. When children are introduced to English

as a second language :
(A) they should begin writing first
(B) they should read first
(C) they should begin with letters of

alphabet
(D) they should be exposed to language

orally
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7. Global listening is not listening :
(A) for improving recognition of

spoken text
(B) for specific information
(C) without being constrained by preset

questions or tasks
(D) at different levels of comprehension

8. A ‘listening stimulus’–
(A) presents input to separate groups

of students who gather again to
share what they listened

(B) presents an information gap activity
such as giving directions

(C) is listening to a good commentary to
review it

(D) enables students to discuss a set of
criteria which they prioritize to
complete and present a task

9. Choose the correct answer :
What is rote learning ?
(A) Mechanical or habitual learning

without understanding properly
(B) Learning with great zeal and

enthusiasm
(C) Learning without interest
(D) None of the above

10. Generally speaking, the first language
is–
(A) marked by the characteristic

difficulty in mastering it
(B) marked by the influences of the

school environment the child is

studying in
(C) marked by the accent and regional

expressions of the area where
students grow up

(D) influenced by the grammar and style
of second language

11. Language learning starts from
(A) listening (B) speaking
(C) reading (D) writing

12. Which of the following is suitable for
making students responsible for their
own learning ?
(A) Discouraging students from making

decisions about how they learn
best

(B) Using technology to chat and
network

(C) Encouraging students to ask more
and more questions

(D) Giving a lot of homework, project
work and assignments to improve
language skills of students

13. To learn a new language the children
should increase their
(A) physical power
(B) word power
(C) thinking power
(D) analytical power

14. Speaking and listening competence
preceded.

(A) reading competence

(B) writing competence

(C) reading and writing competence

(D) none of these

15. In learning our own language, we begin
from young and we give our whole time
to it. The statement is said by–

(A) Dr. West (B) H. Champion

(C) P. Gurrey (D) Sweet

16. The listening skills employ the sequence–

(A) Expression-content

(B) Content-expression

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) None of these

17. Listening process involves–

(A) Organization (B) Perception

(C) Audio-sense (D) All of these

18. The speaking skills is the function of
..................... sense.

(A) Lingual (B) Audio

(C) Visual (D) None of these

Answers

1. (D) 2. (A) 3. (D) 4. (C) 5. (B)
6. (C) 7. (B) 8. (B) 9. (D) 10. (C)

11. (A) 12. (C) 13. (B) 14. (C) 15. (D)

16. (A) 17. (D) 18. (A)

2.4 Critical Perspective on the Role of Grammar in Learning a Language
for Communicating Ideas Verbally and in Written Form

Linguists set of components grammar define
Phonetics–[Production and perception of sounds],

Phonology - [How sounds are combined], morphology
[The study of forms] words elements

combined  syntax [how words are
strung together into sentences) languages

components 
language Grammar exist 

terms grammar 
Grammar Grammatical Writing art 

rhetoric rhetorical speaking
art teachers learners grammar a set
of rules language Govern 

morphology syntax Communicative
language teaching language definition 

Communicative language teaching language 
‘making meaning’ message 

meaning unclear negotiating 
Communicative classroom language learning goal learners

second language Grammar acquire 

second language proficient users 
Research experience grammatical rules 
explicit teaching formulate 

produce 

How should Grammar be Taught ?
1. Target language students languages

grammar point 

2. 10 grammar explanation time 

lower level students 

ability 

3. Different learning styles students needs address

written or oral ways present grammar
forms.

4. examples accurate appropriate 

language present lesson

points 

5. Teaching tools examples use 

particular theme examples focus 

students specific information vocabulary contact
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Role of Grammar in Communicating ideas in
written form :

students english effective speakers 
effective writers guidance 

oral language written
language grammatical concepts knowledge 

transfer 
Effective grammar instructions 

students 
knowledge use help Oral language 
written language knowledge teacher abstract
grammatical terminology students 
competence confidence 
students writing complex challenging activity 
teachers grammatical concepts focus 
meaning clear communication essential 1960 

research writing instruction
Grammar instruction students writing improve

Grammar is Essential for :
1. Editing subject, verb, sentence, clause, phrase

teaching concept.

2. Teaching style 

3. Syntactic elements teaching sentence sense.

4. Power of dialects the dialects of power 
teaching.

5. Convention, clarity style punctuation 
mechanics teaching.

students grammatical concepts 

teachers 

Grammatical elements instruction 

students writing ability 

Teachers grammatical concept 

individual students 

sensitive 

How does Sentence Combining Improve Writing ?

short sentences longer sentences complex

sentences strategy students 

activities meaning style 

sentence structure
(Mellon-1969, O. Hare-1973, Cooper-1975, Shaughnessy-1977,
Hillocks-1986, Strong-1986) 

students writing improve effective method

students writing sentence

variety (beginnings, length complexities) 

Oral written sentence combining activities participating

students sentence

structure usage punctuation meaning 

revising strategy Sentence

combining activities students short sentence

identify help ideas 

combine - students short sentences 

complex sentences phrase clause use

Important Questions

1. Grammar is the content of English :
(A) Literature (B) Language
(C) Both the above (D) None of these.

2. Theoretical grammar is also known as :
(A) Formal Grammar
(B) English Grammar
(C) Structural Grammar
(D) None of these.

3. Which one of the following is not a
principle of helping pupils with learn-
ing difficulties ?
(A) Devise all the activities
(B) Teaching
(C) Meaningful thoughts
(D) Teacher provides home tuitions.

4. The rule of teaching grammar at junior
stage :
(A) Grammar then language
(B) First language then grammar.
(C) Vocabulary then grammar
(D) Grammar and vocabulary.

5. Translation-cum-Grammar Method is
also called as the :
(A) Direct method

(B) Classical method
(C) Dr. West’s method
(D) Bilingual method

6. Translation-cum-Grammar Method is
based on three principles :
(A) Translation interprets the words

and phrases of the foreign language
in the best possible manner

(B) The foreign phraseology is best as-
similated in the process of inter-
pretation

(C) Sentence is the unit of speech
(D) The structures of the foreign lan-

guages are best learnt when com-
pared with those of the mother-
tongue.

7. Which one of the following is not an
advantage of Translation-cum-Grammar
Method ?
(A) It is economical
(B) It is based on the principle of

‘from unknown to known’
(C) Comprehension of students can be

tested by this method

(D) It is more effective for the students
of primary stage

8. The teaching of grammar must be ac-
cording to the changes and :

(A) Development that take place in a
language

(B) Undevelopment that take place in
school curriculum

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) None of the above

9. The concept of transformative-genera-
tive grammar was given by :

(A) Piaget

(B) Bruner

(C) Ferdinand Saussure

(D) Noam Chomsky

10. Use of grammar, punctuation and spell-
ing pertains to–

(A) formal speech

(B) listening to a lecture

(C) informal conversation

(D) text production while writing
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11. Language learning is better achieved if
what students learn–
(A) is closer in form and sound to their

mother tongue
(B) helps them improve their chances of

college admission
(C) is functional in terms of their life

values and goals
(D) is in a controlled classroom environ-

ment

12. Structural grammar emphasize :

(A) Word of sentence

(B) Phrase of sentence

(C) Structure of sentence

(D) All of these

13. Grammar-translation method is not use-
ful when the class is–

(A) Heterogeneous

(B) Homogeneous

(C) Overcrowded

(D) Full of mediocre students

Answers

1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (D) 4. (B) 5. (B)
6. (C) 7. (B) 8. (D) 9. (D) 10. (A)

11. (C) 12. (C) 13. (A)

2.5 Challenges of Teaching Language in a diverse classroom;
Language Difficulties, Errors and Disorders

Challenges of Teaching English :
Language Difficulties, Errors and Disorders

Language adequate achievement education 

important goal Researchers prove language

academic achievement poor 

academic performance vocabulary richness, words

use style express precise 

depend language development general intellectual

development base language

teaching English 

language teaching difficulties 

 Lack of Proper Aim : English teaching 

proper aims students teachers clear

learners teachers aimless 

proper aim English 

adverse effect Students aim examination 

english language command 

 Low standard of Text-books : English language effectively

text-books standard high 

vocabulary correct sentence pattern Grammar 

text books low standard learner

English learning 

 Overcrowded classes : India population 

classes students Language 

personal attention overcrowded

classes impossible 

 Use of Traditional Methods : Learning material 

methodology problem create learning 

method approaches techniques materials teachers

traditional methods, techniques approaches 

preoccupied method 

learners use rural urban, 

various socio-economic status belong

pupils achievements tremendous gap 

 Lack of Clear-cut Policy : English teaching well-defined

policy problem create teachers 

post graduate diploma courses higher studies 

institutions state government sponser 

subsequent utilization clearly conceived

plans -

deputations training period 

full salary 

 Defects in Evaluation : Public examinations english 

criteria learner motivate sufficient 

English marks learner language

skills related achievement level clearly indicate 

Present english examinations knowledge oriented

skill-based.

Purposeful valuation examinations conduct 

candidate pass fail 

Annual exams  result feedback data 

Board of studies syllabus, materials examination schemes,

evaluate purpose information use 

english language examinations writing 

speech ignore 

Variation in Syllabi : different states english syllabi

variation problem board examinations 

end expected achievement level variation 

Language Difficulties :  Language difficulties 

1. The problem of english verses hindi as a second language :
Hindi official language 

true english associate official

language India Hindi-regions Tamilnadu,

kashmir etc. hindi english language second

language third language 

non-hindi regions english third language

truth India english 

uniform way problem 
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2. Lack of teacher’s competencies : English teachinng 

problem aspect content element skill

element involved English competent teachers

sufficient Average teacher english 

proficiency upgrade School level

teachers english proficiency english

teaching problems subjects

specialist teachers english

non-specialist teachers 

english competence questionable 

3. Overemphasis on grammar : school curriculum 

grammar composition important place occupy 

time waste especially teaching 

limited time available Language teaching 

developments aids help better 

4. Lack of language laboratory : English teacher training

language laboratory Students 

correct pronunciations teacher pronunciation

correct teacher training institutions 

language laboratory facilities 

teacher training institutes facilities 

5. Teaching through translation : schools english

translation method teacher word

sentence hindi translate 

student  english word sentence meaning

english Students english 

chance 

Errors : Language process students mistake

errors errors mistakes 

lapses anomalous language behaviour manifestation

Error systematic deviation learners 

consistently wrong 

‘error’ commit 

language acquire E.g. learner 

want, ought, etc. ‘to’ analogy 

‘must to’ produce 

must ‘to’ 

student ‘must go’ ‘must to go’ use

inconsistent deviation ‘mistake’ 

‘Lapse’ fatigue 

shortness of memory concentration 

slip of tongue pen husband 

husbend deceive decieve 

Causes of errors

(a) First language interference

(b) Carelessness motivation Motivation

teaching learning material presentation style 

attributed 

(c) Generalization 

(d) Language creative 

(e) Rules incomplete application.

(f) Material 

(g) languages exact parallels First

language translate difficulty 

Disorder : Language learning disorders 

(1) Articulation difficulties :  problems speaker

speech sounds Generally

sound substitution, reversals, ommision, etc. concerned

poor muscular co-ordination 

students blends ‘st’, ‘str’, ‘th’ articulate 

unable Reversal handicap cases 

students words letters reverse For

e.g. animal animal.

(2) Language disorders : physical, psychological 

environmental factors result normal speech

development interfere delayed speech 

Delayed language development brain demage 

‘aphasia’ 

(3) Disorders of voice : cases sounds articulation

difficulty nasal disorders 

voice defective 

(4) Rhythmic disorders : sluttering include Sluttering

students sounds, syllables 

words repeat students fast 

students sounds prolong 

Causes of Disorders :

1. Socio-economic, emotional educational 

invironmental causes disorders area

 researches observe 

higher socio-economic status belong students

lower status belong students vocabulary 

sentences length etc. 

higher level of intelligence 

socio-economic status language learning 

2. Parents teachers repression over control students

emotional tension create mind complex

form language learning problems

create Sluttering 

3. English teaching disorder poor model 

poor models parents, teachers friends 

imitate 
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4. English teaching disorder expression 

opportunities free expression 

opportunities language disorders 

5. bilingual 

second language disorders 

Important Questions
1. What is not necessary in a good text book?

(A) good vocabulary
(B) correct Grammar
(C) attractive cover page
(D) correct sentence pattern

2. Which of these is announced as the
official language in India?
(A) Hindi
(B) English
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

3. Which of these is associate official lan-
guage ?
(A) Hindi (B) English
(C) Tamil (D) Urdu

4. Which of these is a challenge of teaching
English ?
(A) Lack of teacher’s competencies
(B) Use of traditional methods
(C) Overemphasis on Grammar
(D) all of these

5. When a learner has not learnt something
and does it wrong consistently, it is called–
(A) Error (B) Mistake
(C) Lapse (D) Disorder

6. When a person knows about a thing that
it is wrong and sometimes he uses it
correctly but sometimes wrongly, it is
called–
(A) Error (B) Lapse
(C) Mistake (D) Disorder

7. Which of these is a slip of tongue or pen?

(A) Error (B) Lapse
(C) Mistake (D) Disorder

8. Lapse is committed due to–
(A) fatigue
(B) shortness of memory
(C) shortness of concentration
(D) all of these

9. Which of these is a cause of Error ?
(A) Interference of first language
(B) Carelessness
(C) Language’s creativity
(D) All of these

10. Which of these disorders may take place
in language learning ?
(A) Articulation difficulties
(B) Language disorders
(C) Disorders of Voice
(D) All of these

11. In which problem speaker cannot
pronounce certain speech sounds ?
(A) Articulation difficulties
(B) Language disorders
(C) Disorders of Voice
(D) Rhythmic disorders

12. Articulation difficulties are concerned
with–
(A) sound substitution
(B) reversals
(C) ommision
(D) all the above

13. Language disorders are the result of–
(A) Physical factors
(B) Psychological factors

(C) Environmental factors
(D) All of these

14. Delayed language development is called–
(A) deficiency (B) handicap
(C) aphasia (D) dumbness

15. In disorder of voices, voice is defective
due to–
(A) nasal disorders
(B) articulation disorders
(C) mouth organs disorders
(D) all of these

16. Sluttering is included in–
(A) Language disorders
(B) Rhythmic disorders
(C) Disorders of voice
(D) Articulation difficulties

17. Which of these is not a cause of
disorders ?
(A) Socio-economic, emotional, educa-

tional and environmental causes
(B) Repression and overcontrol by par-

ents and teachers
(C) Excessive use of toffees and choco-

lates
(D) Poor model

Answers

1. (C) 2. (A) 3. (B) 4. (D) 5. (A)
6. (C) 7. (B) 8. (D) 9. (D) 10. (D)

11. (B) 12. (D) 13. (D) 14. (C) 15. (A)
16. (B) 17. (C)

2.6 Language Skills
Language development starting process 

language learn listening, speaking,

reading writing skills language

educators four basic language skills 

use Listening reading skills 

speaking writing skills Listening speaking

auditory speech organs necessity 

aural-oral audio lingual skill 

Developing the Skill of Listening :

 language learn 

Effective listening ensure 

accuracy improve help 

 English learn listening school 

areas maximum listening 

1. Teacher instructions questions.
2. Class lesson.
3. School announcement.
4. News of Radio & T.V.
5. Airport railway station announcement.

6. conversation.

7. English english pre-recorded CDS cassettes.

8. teacher conversation good face to

face conversation 

 Listening active process listeners listening 

active speakers speaking 

Active listening message accurate decoding

Listening message 

involved related

process accurate
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 Speaker sounds recognition 

 Information show intonation pattern perception.

Sub-skills of English : Aderson lynch listening

comprehension point out underline

learners sub skill develop 

(i) Sound signals identify 

(ii) Speech stream segment 

(iii) Syntax Grasp 

(iv) response 

(v) standard speech; Rapid, group

discussion, game movies easily closely follow

 Listening skills develop strategies 

(i) passage listening students 

lesson 

(ii) Listening follow students passage simple

points 

(iii) detail discription students 

notes  permission 

(iv) Teacher students listening habit develop

(v) Teacher students general english 

sufficient opportunities 

(vi) Listening main goal sounds identify 

meaning associate 

teacher initial stage words 

words student properly familiar 

(vii) Listening students trained best help 

support teacher voice 

(viii) teacher sound create sound 

situation matter associate sound 

represent Sound meaning associate

Figure, response, blackboard, pictures, actions

models use Objects 

operate perform

qualities personal

examination sound associated 

easy 

(ix) English learning two months 

listening skill development voluntry

Learning english listening important place

occupy mainly primary level 

(x) activities; one-way, two way, informational and

emotional etc. 

Developing the Skill of Speaking :

Speaking skill productive skill active skill 

sound language 

vocal tract brain use

natural language skill second

skill 

Dr. B. Ballard “We are ever liable to forget that
language is first and foremost a spoken thing not a writing
thing. Its appeal is to ear not to the eye”. Human race 

history language spoken form dynamic aspect 

Listening Situations : Speaking stituations 

(i) Interactive
(ii) Partially interactive
(iii) Non-interactive

Micro-skills : Speaking involved micro skills 

Speaker 

1. Words correct forms use tense, cases 

gender 

2. Correct word sequence words -

3. vocabulary use 

4. Listener main constituents clear 

(Subject, verb, object)

Function of the speech : Speaking skills main techniques

1. Question - Answers
2. Role play
3. By performing action
4. By showing a picture or chart
5. By giving a outline of a story
6. By showing a film
7. Through oral composition

8. Reproduction technique : main activities 

(i) Teacher sound produce student 

reproduce chorus groups

individually 

(ii) Teacher one by one word Students teacher 

words one by one reproduce practice

chorus individually 

(iii) Teacher sentence one by one Students

carefully teacher students sentences

speak students sufficient

practice 
Advantages of Speaking :

1. students comprehension ability improve 

2. Oral approach students pleasure excitement

3. Students speaking skill develop 
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4. good speech (Foundation) 

5. correct sentence patterns sequences habit 
form students help 

6. speaker hesitation shyness remove 

7. student teaching learning skill process active

participant 
Suggestions for Speaking Learning :

1. Classroom small groups divide 

2. Good teacher class teach 
over crowded class manage 

3. Teacher sympathetic considerate 

4. Teacher oral work interesting 

5. Language skills activities through situation students
help 

Developing the Skill of Reading :

Reading useful important skill speaking 

writing Listening speaking
reproductive aspects reading writing productive
aspects English learners reading english 

reading gate of knowledge open 
writers leaders reading skill favourable

words 
1. “Reading maketh a full man.” —Lord Bacon
2. “Good reading habit which keeps a student reading regularly

for both pleasure and profit are the most valuable single
stimulant for growth that the school has to impart”

—Menon & Patel

Reading written printed symbol 
spoken symbol translating process 
composite activity action unit 
Reading, Language study opportunities 

Vocabulary, Grammar, Punctuation 
sentence, paragraph, texts construct 

Reading written mode respective skill independently,
listening speaking skill develop 

vocabulary help later

stage listening comprehension help 

reading micro skills 

(i) Script (ii) Vocabulary recognise (iii)
Pick out key words, (iv) Topics main ideas 

points, (v) Unfamiliar terms words meaning 

(vi) Written context vocabulary, (vii) Sentence
constituents dilect e.g. subject, verb, object,
preposition etc.

Types of Reading :

Reading 6 
1. Loud reading
2. Silent reading
3. Intensive reading

4. Extensive reading
5. Supplementary reading
6. Library reading.

(1) Loud reading : oral reading 

Loudly reading teacher correct pronunciation 

emphasis immediate wrong pronunciation

correct entire class correct

pronunciation 

Advantages :

1. Students teacher model reading follow 

reading right method 

2. speech lectures skill develop 

3. Pronunciation mistakes quickly correct 

4. train eyes, ears, mouth.

loud reading co-ordination work 

5. Students, imitation learn 

(2) Silent reading : student subject matter 

topic concentrate 

Silent reading reading aspect 

Advantages :

1. Silent reading speed case 

time energy 

2. interest ability develop 

3. Passage reading students language

translate 

4. self education deep study initiate 

5. silent reading, immense value 

(3) Intensive reading : prescribed prose/passage

detailed study detailed study 

Intensive reading subject matter concentration 

The Objectives of Intensive Reading :

1. Students english thinking habit develop 

2. words pronounce enable 

3. Students completely by heart enable

4. Subject matter power of expression language deep

knowledge promote 
Steps in Intensive Reading :

Intensive reading steps 
1. Selection of the topic.
2. Introduction of the topic.
3. Presentation of text.
4. Model reading.
5. Loud reading.
6. Explanation.
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Advantags :

(i) active accurate vocabulary increase 

(ii) grammar help 

(iii) meaning explain 

(iv) power of expression  improve 

(v) subject matter  teaching effective method

(4) Extensive reading : rapid reading independence

reading Extensive reading 1964-66

Indian Education Commission  strongly recommended

chief purpose, subject matter concentrate

Extensive reading  Subject matter 

understanding silently quickly 

Objectives :

1. Students accurate active vocabulary increase

2. Students reading interest develop 

3. Students self-study habit develop 

4. Students power of concentration develop 

Steps in Extensive Reading :

Extensive reading steps 

(i) Introduction
(ii) Silent reading
(iii) Questioning
(iv) Recapitulation

Extensive reading Thomson and Wyatt advised

two points mind 

(i) Interest increasing reading matter 

(ii) Matter rapidly quickly read interest

flag

Advantages :

1. entire class busy active 

2. ideas and thoughts assimilation help 

3. vocabulary increase 

4. high ‘transfer of learning’ value students 

library reading prepare 

(5) Supplementary Reading :

Function, intensive reading supplement 

Supplementary reader language 

students help read understand 

Advantages :

1. Text book words phrases 

supplementary reading again occur 

students firmly establish 

2. Students reading habit 

Developing the Skill of Writing :

Writing important language skill other skills; 

listening, speaking reading follow 

text compositions help 

language writing students coherence

cohesiveness focus 
“Writing has an instrumental value in school.”

Gaudar—S.S. M

How to Teach Writing :

Bell “Writing difficult art hand 

wrist muscles control 

control small child naturally 

Writing grounds 

1. Writing fingers wrist small muscles 

control skill develop 

2. Hand eyes teaching co-ordination,

3. Students written work exercise 

4. students correct legible english help

Methods of Writing Skill :

skill components 

(i) letters speed 

(ii) Words correct spelling

(iii) Appropriate sentence 

(iv) Appropriate punctuation mark correct 

(v) appropriate connectors 

(vi) Ideas thought logical sequence suitable

paragraph 

(vii) Written passage context 

(viii) Subject matter audience form 

register 

Writing skill categories classified 

(i) Grammatical skills
(ii) Mechanical skills
(iii) Discourse skills
(iv) Judgement skills

Strategies of Developing Writing Skill :

1. Students pen 

2. Letters form letter 

- strokes ovals direction -

3. Good hand writing 

(i) Clarity distinctiveness
(ii) Simplicity
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6. Teacher small letters capital letters students

double ruled note book 

Letters middle space occupy

7. Pupil writing 

guide 

(i) body upright, desk - slant

(ii) desk bend desk 12 inch

(iii) paper desk parallel

(iv) pen easily thumb first finger 

second finger rest 

(v) pen nib excess pressure 

Letters practice pupils words 

small simple sentences Pupils 

words sentence orally

command 

(iii) Size, shape pattern 

(iv) Letters, words sentences space 

(v) Writing speed 

letter characteristic 

letter letter 

avoid Letters unneces-

sary part important Student 

style size, spacing straight

strokes uniform Writing neatly 

line words page lines -

Hand writing Fingers speed

hand rhythmic automatic movement 

Writing speed continuous

practice 

4. Writing learning pupils different types letters

print scripts cursive script 

5. Pupils small capital letters learn 

Important Questions
1. Who says “Reading make a full man”?

(A) Lord Bacon (B) Tomkinson
(C) Max Muller (D) Bell

2. Procedure of understanding includes–
(A) Recitation (B) Assimilation
(C) Organization (D) All of these

3. Type of understanding is the–
(A) Functional understanding
(B) True understanding
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

4. The listening is the function of–
(A) Lingual Sense
(B) Visual Sense
(C) Audio Sense
(D) None of these

5. The understanding depends on–
(A) Speaking-listening channel
(B) Reading-writing channel
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

6. Pronunciation is related to the–
(A) Intonation (B) Speaking
(C) Vocabulary (D) All of these

7. The technique of speaking skill is–
(A) Reproduction
(B) Oral composition
(C) Role playing
(D) All of these

8. Which method is based on Gestalt Psy-
chology?

(A) Word method
(B) Alphabetic method
(C) Syllabic method
(D) Sentence Method

9. Who says, “A free form which is not a
phrase, is a word ?”
(A) Bloom Field (B) Lord Bacon
(C) Bell (D) Tomkinson

10. Who says, “Words are pegs to rang ideas
on ?”
(A) Max Muller (B) H.W. Beecher
(C) Bell (D) Tomkinson

11. What among the following should a teacher
do while teaching writing?
(A) how to hold pen properly
(B) which is the right place to begin each

letter
(C) how to form the letters correctly
(D) All of these

12. Rewriting of the word again and again will
..................... the image of the world.
(A) duplicate (B) reinforce
(C) spoil (D) complicate

13. Writing is ..................... representation of
speech.
(A) linguistical (B) morphological
(C) phonetical (D) graphical

14. Writing fixes the speech and reading
..................... in a child’s mind.
(A) sounds (B) alphabets
(C) graphics (D) patterns

15. “Spelling is caught rather than taught.”
Who said this statement ?
(A) Dr. Witherspoon
(B) Prof. Ernest Weekly
(C) W.S. Tomkinson
(D) Bhatia and Bhatia

16. Expression-content channel is used in–
(A) Listening
(B) Speaking
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

17. Language learning starts from–
(A) Writing (B) Speaking
(C) Reading (D) None of these

18. This method of education can be applied
to teaching spelling.
(A) Dictionary Method
(B) Old Drill Method
(C) New Drill Method
(D) Play-way Method

19. The cognitive code method of teaching
employs the channel–
(A) Reading-writing channel
(B) Speaking-listening channel
(C) Both the above channel
(D) None of the above

20. The method of teaching spellings is–
(A) Playway method
(B) Transcription method
(C) Dictation method
(D) All of these
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21. Pronunciation includes–
(A) Pause (B) Rhythm
(C) Fluency (D) All of these

22. Vocabulary refers to–
(A) Usefulness (B) Fluency
(C) Universality (D) All of these

23. Words meaning are–
(A) Syntactical (B) Morphological
(C) Cultural (D) All of these

24. Method of teaching pronunciation is–
(A) Phonetic (B) Subsidiary
(C) Limitation (D) All of these

25. Teaching vocabulary method is–
(A) Usage method
(B) Translation method
(C) Direct method
(D) All of these

26. Principle of teaching vocabulary is–
(A) Direct method
(B) Usage method
(C) Translation method
(D) Usefulness

27. Who says, “Spelling is caught rather than
taught ?
(A) Lord Bacon (B) Tomkinson
(C) Max Muller (D) Bell

28. Vocabulary means acquired words of–
(A) Correct meaning
(B) Correct spelling
(C) Correct pronunciation
(D) All of these

29. Cognitive code method of teaching En-
glish employs–
(A) Speaking-listening channel
(B) Reading-writing channel
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

30. The method of teaching writing is–
(A) Imitation method
(B) Kindergarten method
(C) Tracing method
(D) All of these

31. “The power of expression in a language is
a matter of skill rather than to knowl-
edge.”
(A) H. Champion
(B) Thompson and Wyatt
(C) Bhatia and Bhatia
(D) Laurie

32. Guided composition paves the way for
free ......
(A) Prose (B) Composition
(C) Speech (D) None of these

33. How many types are of free composi-
tion?
(A) 6 (B) 4
(C) 8 (D) 5

34. Who says, “English spelling is a national
misfortune to England, an international
misfortune to the rest of the world, yet it
cannot be denied that the spelling ability
is an important acquisition ?”
(A) Lord Bacon (B) Tomkinson
(C) Max Muller (D) Bell

35. In reading our eyes move .....................
(A) rapidly (B) jerky
(C) hastily (D) slowly

36. Who says- “Illegible handwriting in a
young man or woman is a sign of untidy
and careless mind.”
(A) Lord Bacon (B) Tomkinson
(C) Max Muller (D) Bell

37. Intensive reading lays stress on mastery
of ..................... .
(A) usage (B) grammar
(C) language (D) words

38. Reading is a good source of .....................
(A) Self-education (B) Writing
(C) Reading (D) None of these

39. Word method is also known as–
(A) See and Say method
(B) Look and Say method
(C) Global method
(D) All the above

40.  ..................... reading facilitates mastery
of a language.
(A) Speaking (B) Writing
(C) Silent (D) None of these

41. Rapid reading is generally called ..............
reading.
(A) supplementary (B) second
(C) additional (D) extra

42. Rapid reading ..................... the skill of
doing silent reading.
(A) augments (B) develops
(C) supplements (D) refines

43. Reading involves the sequence–
(A) Content-expression
(B) Expression-content
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

44. Alphabetic Method is also known as–
(A) ABC Method
(B) Spelling Method
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

45. Types of reading is the–
(A) Oral reading/loud
(B) Silent reading
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

46. Language is expression of thought by
means of .....................

(A) Speech Sound (B) Writing
(C) Reading (D) None of these

47. Pronunciation drills are the excellent
means of forming correct speech
.....................
(A) skills (B) intonation
(C) habits (D) sound

48. There are ..................... methods of teach-
ing pronunciation.
(A) 2 (B) 3
(C) 4 (D) 6

49. The only way to learn to spell correctly
is to read .....................
(A) carefully (B) inmediately
(C) repeatedly (D) thoroughly

50. There is an accepted Indian pronuncia-
tion of English which can be our
..................... standard.
(A) ultimate (B) working
(C) limited (D) accepted

51. The play-way method is used in teach-
ing–
(A) Vocabulary (B) Writing skill
(C) Spellings (D) All of these

52. The characteristics of good writing is–
(A) Simplicity (B) Uniformity
(C) Legibility (D) All of these

53. How many language abilities are there in
English?
(A) Two (B) Four
(C) Six (D) Eight

54. Which of the following is a receptive oral
skill?
(A) listening (B) Reading
(C) Speaking (D) Writing

55. Which one is a productive oral skill?
(A) listening (B) speaking
(C) reading (D) writing

56. Which is a receptive written skill?
(A) listening (B) speaking
(C) reading (D) writing

57. Which is a productive written skill?
(A) listening (B) speaking
(C) reading (D) writing

58. The audio-lingual skills are–
(A) Listening and Reading
(B) Listening and Speaking
(C) Reading and Speaking
(D) Reading and Writing

59. The graphic skills are–
(A) Reading and Speaking
(B) Reading and Listening
(C) Reading and Writing
(D) Speaking and Writing

60. Which of the following is the receptive
side of language work?
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(A) Listening and Speaking
(B) Reading and Speaking
(C) Reading and Listening
(D) Writing and Listening

61. What is a quick reading of a passage within
a prescribed time and commenting on the
theme or central idea called?
(A) Scanning (B) Skimming
(C) Speed Reading (D) Silent reading

62. What is a quick reading of a passage
looking or specific information called?”
(A) Skimming (B) Speed reading
(C) Scanning (D) Silent reading

63. Why should writing of English begin only
after pupils have learnt to write in their
native language?
(A) because English is very tough lan-

guage.
(B) because English is very easy lan-

guage.
(C) because English is a funny language.
(D) because English is a second language.

64. Which is not an essential of a good
handwriting?
(A) Clarity
(B) Simplicity
(C) Slow in writing
(D) Distinctiveness

65. What among the following should a teacher
do while teaching writing?
(A) how to hold pen properly
(B) how to form the letters correctly
(C) which is the right place to begin each

letter
(D) All of these

66. Which of the following belong to the
expressive side of language work?
(A) Speaking and Writing
(B) Speaking and Reading
(C) Writing and Reading
(D) Listening and Reading

67. Drilling method can be useful in
developing–
(A) Listening skill (B) Speaking skill
(C) Reading skill (D) Writing skill

68. Which of the following drilling method is
not used in developing speaking skill?
(A) Chain drill
(B) Substitution drill
(C) Structural drill
(D) Completion drill

69. According to Panchal, what are the two
important methods of conducting oral
work at the higher stages?
(A) Speaking and Listening
(B) Conversation and short accounts
(C) Inquiries and replies
(D) Conversation and oral composition

70. Which of the following method is not used
in developing reading skill of language?
(A) The Phonic method
(B) The Structural method
(C) The Electic method
(D) The Story method

71. The Alphabetical method of developing
reading skill of language is faulty because–
(A) the letters can’t be recognised indivi-

dually
(B) the eye can recognise the word as a

whole only
(C) there are silent letters in many words
(D) the pupil reads only the letters regu-

larly
72. Which method begins by teaching the

sounds letters?
(A) The word method
(B) The Phonic method
(C) The Phonetic method
(D) The Alphabet method

73. When the entire class speaks at a time it is
called-drill.
(A) Group (B) Choral
(C) Individual (D) Dual

74. Menzel states that this method does not
give skill in deciphering new words. Which
method is described by Menzel here?

(A) The Phonetic method

(B) The Phrase method

(C) The Word method
(D) The Sentence method

75. What is reading a short passage and an-
swering detailed comprehension called?
(A) Speed Reading

(B) Skimming

(C) Intensive Reading

(D) Scanning
76. What is reading a full length story and

doing global, comprehension questions
called?

(A) Extensive Reading
(B) Scanning

(C) Intensive Reading

(D) Skimming

Answers

1. (A) 2. (D) 3. (C) 4. (C) 5. (C)

6. (D) 7. (D) 8. (A) 9. (A) 10. (B)

11. (D) 12. (B) 13. (D) 14. (D) 15. (C)

16. (A) 17. (B) 18. (D) 19. (A) 20. (D)

21. (D) 22. (D) 23. (D) 24. (D) 25. (D)

26. (B) 27. (B) 28. (D) 29. (C) 30. (D)

31. (B) 32. (B) 33. (D) 34. (C) 35. (B)

36. (D) 37. (D) 38. (A) 39. (D) 40. (C)

41. (A) 42. (D) 43. (B) 44. (C) 45. (C)

46. (A) 47. (C) 48. (A) 49. (A) 50. (B)

51. (C) 52. (D) 53. (B) 54. (A) 55. (B)

56. (C) 57. (D) 58. (B) 59. (C) 60. (C)

61. (B) 62. (C) 63. (D) 64. (C) 65. (D)

66. (A) 67. (B) 68. (C) 69. (D) 70. (B)

71. (C) 72. (B) 73. (B) 74. (C) 75. (C)

76. (A)

2.7 Evaluating Language Comprehension & Proficiency : Speaking,
Listening, Reading & Writing

Language proficiency test Language 

language grip 

particular subject student study

Language proficiency test 

variables test 

(1) The elements–[Spelling, vocabulary, pronunciation
Grammar].

(2) The skills–[listening, speaking, reading, writing],

 Language proficiency test 

elements focus 

1. Reliability; 2. Validity; 3. Economy [of time];
4. Administrability; 5. Backwash.
Testing the Language Skills :

Language skills divide 
1. Receptive skills  listening and reading.
2. Productive skills  speaking and writing.
 Listening Tests : 

1. Listening Tests : point findout 

students definite english sounds 

teacher tape recorder 

test 
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(1) Sounds :

(i) Teacher students same sounds words 

(ii) Teacher complete sentence students 

test frame correct word mark 

(iii) Teacher words sentences circle

(iv) Teacher class 2-4 pictures word sen-

tence picture select 

word sentence arranged 

(2) Stress :

(i) Teacher word dictate students 

test paper mark 

(ii) Teacher [Polysyllabic word] stu-

dents test paper mark 

(3) Sentence Stress :

(i) Teacher class Small paragraph read

students paragraph stressed

syllables mark 

(4) Intonation :

(i) Teacher words phrases sentences stu-

dents last stressed syllable mark 

indicate rising 

falling

(ii) Teacher Phrase sentence read stu-

dents sequence check 

intonation best represent 

2. Listening Comprehension :

(i) Teacher learners road map 

direction Students root mark

(ii) Teacher paragraph stress Stu-

dents text teacher 

text questions answer 

multiple choice format 

 Speaking Test : Robert Lado speaking test 

suggestion 

(i) Teacher Students answer 

(ii) Teacher, students pictures show 

question pictures 

(iii) Teacher students printed text 

read 

(iv) Teacher students Complete

(v) Teacher students mother tongue words, phrase

sentence translate 

 Reading Test : 

(i) Teacher words phrases 

(ii) Teacher pictures Students words

sentences identify understanding 

(iii) Teacher passage Students 

listening comprehension test 

(iv) Teacher class unseen passage provide 

question answer 

teacher questions 

(i) One word answer type items.
(ii) Yes or no statements.
(iii) True or false statements.
(iv) Information transfer.
(v) Open ended questions.
(vi) Multiple choice items.

 Writing Tests : 

(i) Teacher punctuation, spelling, vocabulary gram-

matical structure Complete technique

(ii) Teacher Students Grammatical Structure 

Sentence Correct 

coloured cards 

(iii) Teacher Cards Provide card 

sentence Teacher Students 

proper order 

(iv) Teacher incomplete students

complete 

(v) Teacher Students outline 

Students develop 

(vi) Teacher class paragraph dia-

logue form 

(vii) Teacher class questions provide 

answer 

(viii) Teacher incomplete provide 

class complete 

 Preparing Multiple Choice Item : objective exam mul-

tiple choice questions Students answers 

answer select Teacher Question

paper design Subjective marking 

Objective options

Correct option ‘key’ incorrect op-

tions–‘distractors’ 
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 Global Test : Global test students 

Controversial Global test 

(i) Dictation : traditional test 

teacher words, phrase, sentence paragraph dic-

tate  Students 

language test 

(ii) Cloze Test : reading text 

words Systematically delete 

nth delete Students suitable word 

fill 

(iii) Intrusion Test : test redundancy 

deletion addition based 

 Communicative Competence Test : test language teach-

ing communicative based Gram-

matical accuracy situational appropriacy 

learners 

1. Setting;
2. Topic;
3. Function;
4. Status (Role).

 Communicative Performance Test : learners com-

municative ability test 

(i) Teacher students perform Communica-

tive test 

(ii) Teacher Students dialogue 

Students immediate respond 

(iii) Students role playing 

- topic Examiner student 

engage 

Important Questions
1. Which of these is incorrect about language

proficiency test ?
(A) It is noticed that to which extent a

person has mastered the language
(B) It is connected to a particular course
(C) It is not necessarily based on the

material studied by  the student
(D) All of these

2. Which of these is tested in language profi-
ciency test ?
(A) the elements
(B) the skills
(C) both (A) and (B)
(D) none of these

3. What should be kept in mind while de-
signing Language Proficiency test ?
(A) Reliability and Validity
(B) Economy and Scorability
(C) Administrability and Backwash
(D) All of these

4. Which of these are Receptive skills ?
(A) listening and reading
(B) listening and speaking
(C) speaking and writing
(D) reading and writing

5. Which of these are Productive skills ?
(A) listening and reading
(B) listening and speaking
(C) speaking and writing
(D) writing and reading

6. Which of these may be used for listening
tests ?
(A) tape recorders
(B) test papers
(C) written exams
(D) all of these

7. Which of these is not used to test sounds ?
(A) The teacher says four words and

asks the class to mark the ones that
are same

(B) The teacher reads aloud a word and
asks the class to mark the main
stressed syllable on their test papers.

(C) The teacher says a whole sentence
and asks the class to mark the word
in their test frame

(D) The teacher instructs the class to
circle the word they hear

8. For which of these does teacher provide
the class with a street map and dictate
directions ?
(A) listening test
(B) listening comprehension test
(C) both of these
(D) none of these

9. For which of these the teacher gives a
printed text to the learners and asks them
to read it aloud ?
(A) Speaking tests
(B) Listening tests
(C) Reading tests
(D) Writing tests

10. For which of these the teacher shows
pictures and asks the class to identify and
understand words and sentences and then
asks the students to tick the right
pictures ?
(A) Reading skills
(B) Speaking skills
(C) Writing skills
(D) Listening skills

11. For which of these the teacher provides
an incomplete piece of writing and asks
the students to complete it ?
(A) Reading skills
(B) Listening skills
(C) Speaking skills
(D) Writing skills

12. The correct option in multiple choice items
is called–

(A) Key (B) distractor

(C) both of these (D) none of these
13. The incorrect options in multiple choice

questions are called–

(A) keys (B) distractors

(C) both of these (D) none of these
14. Which of these are included in global

tests ?

(A) Dictation (B) Cloze tests

(C) Intrusion Tests (D) none of these
15. Who said–“Dictations are valuable like

written,substitution tables as a bridge be-
tween spoken and written English helping
students to consolidate written structures,
idiom and vocabulary which can already
be pronounced correctly, and are also a
useful test of listening comprehension ?”

(A) Peter Hubbard (B) J. Oller

(C) John Hycraft (D) Dr. B.S. Bloo

16. Who says–“A current criticism of the
dictation test is that it is essentially a test
of language competence rather than his
ability to use it ?’
(A) Peter Hubbard (B) J. Oller

(C) John Haycraft (D) Simpson

17. Which of these test is based on a reading
text in which some words are deleted ?

(A) Dictation (B) Cloze test

(C) Intrusion test (D) none of these

18. Which of these is related to redundancy
but is based on addition ?

(A) Dictation

(B) Cloze test

(C) Intrusion test
(D) All of these
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19. Which of these is taken into account in
Communicative Competence test ?
(A) grammatical accuracy
(B) fluency
(C) situational appropriacy
(D) all of these

20. The language skills that cannot be
assessed through a traditional pen-paper
test are–
(A) reading and listening
(B) listening and speaking
(C) reading and speaking
(D) writing and listening

Answers

1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (A) 5. (C)
6. (A) 7. (B) 8. (B) 9. (A) 10. (A)

11. (D) 12. (A) 13. (B) 14. (D) 15. (A)
16. (A) 17. (B) 18. (C) 19. (D) 20. (B)

2.8 Teaching-learning Materials : Textbook, Multi-media, Materials,
Multilingual Resources of the Classroom

Teaching learning materials : Text Book, multimedia materials
and other Resources.

Education TLM acronym “teaching

learning materials” term educational

materials spectrum refer teachers specific

learning objectives support classroom use 

lesson plans games, videos,

fleshcards, project supplies 

What is Text-Book ?

text book lesson class use 

book Text book language foreign

language teach teacher powerful

medium language teaching useful aid class 

language material revise rainforce

help Primary Secondary education 

important place information 

source course of study, set of unit plans 

guide educational objectives children

teachers motivate 

text-books proper sketches,

drawing pictures equipped 

text-books Small Children

text books bright colours pictures 

attractive students - teachers 

text-book 

Characteristics of Good Text Books : text-book 

students teach test 

good text-books characteristics 

1. Words Structure properly select arranged

graded 

2. topic subject matter 

3. Heading sub-heading title bold-letters print

4. Illustration 

5. Text practice, exercise clear 

6. Text book subject matter New informations 

students, new knowledge attain 

7. Text book Caste, creed, race Community 

national integration, world peace, love 

Co-operation lesson 

8. chapter end practice text exercise 

9. Further study chapter books

list 

10. Text book entire syllabus cover 

 Importance/Advantages of English Text-Book

Text-Book language teacher major tools 

teacher help 

1. Helpful in gaining clear and definite objectives.
2. Storehouse of past knowledge.
3. Helpful in the work of revision.
4. Inspires students for homework.
5. Guide for teachers.
6. Useful for dull students.
7. Essential for new teachers.
8. Gives direction for the use of teaching aid.
9. Useful for parents and evaluators.
10. Gives knowledge about national and international affairs.
 Merits and Utility of Text-Books :

text-books merits various utilities 

1. text-book class enter lesson plan

teacher help 

2. Text-book class teaching chief tools 

3. text book help lower classes 

impossible 

4. Students - teachers curriculum 

syllabus 

5. Text book repetition avoid teacher 

help 

6. selected graded vocabulary teacher

mistakes help 

7. Text-book learners 

reading exercise good ground 

home work home study helpful 
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8. Text-book silent reading possible students

self-study encourage 

9. Text-book study important age,

ability interest students learning 

good chance 

10. teachers - class students free period

text books text book 

absence teacher work teacher

class students 

 Criteria of the Selection of Good Text-Books :

Text-books importance select 

points mind 

1. Students age, interest class text-

book 

2. good text book subject matter graded

directly pupils life interest

relate 

3. Text-book english teaching 

4. chapters practical work exercise

5. Selected book language students age experience

lesson understanding 

difficulty 

6. Text-book attractive illustrative 

printing 

7. Teacher text books select 

students moral qualities attitude 

helpful 

 Multimedia Materials (Teaching) Aids :

Teaching teacher students convey 

efficiently successfully 

verbal-visual material help things 

audio-visual aids Audio-visual aid 

instrumental aid -

‘audio’ ‘visual’ refer 

aids audio visual, classroom effective 

hearing sight two senses 

ears eyes Visual-aids means

resources teacher 

resources collect teachings genuine

display teaching 

learning distinctive process students

learn Teaching learning process teacher

teaching learning process effective 

teaching effective 

material aids teacher 

teaching aids instructional material 

‘static process’ ‘dynamic

process’ English second foreign

language teaching material instructional material

learning process 

“Audio-visual material aids help benefit from planned
experiences of persons, incidents, things and cause and effect
relations.” —Crow and Crow

 Types of Multimedia Materials :

1. Visual Aids : Visual-aids eyes appeal
main visual-aids 

Cartoons
Text Book
Globe
Black-board
Flash-card
Real-object
Flannel-board
Museum
Picture
Charts
Maps
Models
Slides and Film strips
Epidioscope

Visual Aids

2. Audio Aids : materials ears appeal 
aids function audio-aids 

speech habit Form use 

student 
help encourage main audio-aids

Radio
Tape-recorder
Gramophone
Headphone
Linguaphone

Audio Aids

3. Audio-Visual-Aid : aids ears eyes appeal
hearing sight aids expensive 

aids 
(i) Film
(ii) Television
(iii) Video Cassette Player
(iv) Video Compact Disc Player
(v) Drama

4. Computer Assisted Language Learning :

(Need, Importance and Uses of Audio-visual Aids) : 
Kothari Commission

“She supply of teaching aids to every school
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is essential for the improvement of the quality of teaching. It
should indeed bring about an educational revolution in the
country.” education National Policy (1986) 
teaching aids  teaching-
learning effective, durable genuine 

aids/Audio-visual angles 

1. Clarity
2. Attention and interest
3. Supplement oral teaching
4. Serves as motivators
5. Dispel class-room monotony
6. Make learning permanent
7. Use of maximum senses as well as ‘IQ’
8. Based on maxims of teaching
9. Provide direct experience
10. Save time and energy
11. Introducing variety
12. Fixing up and recalling the knowledge
13. Encouraging activity
14. Meeting the individual differences
15. Development of scientific attitude
16. Direct and representative experience.
17. Promotion of international understanding.

View points of Dale, Finn and Hobban

audio-visual aids 

Functions 

1. Basis for conceptional thinking
2. Permanency
3. Interesting
4. Continuity of thought
5. Reality of experience
6. Development of Vocabulary
7. Efficient and effective learning.

 Advantage of Audio-visual-Aids : (novice) teacher

teacher aids 

depend teaching Teacher

training programme audio-visual aids 

- teacher aids dependence 

Audio-visual aids advantage 

1. Clarity 

2. reduce 

3. Students skills develop 

4. Curiosity 

5. Classroom situations 

6. Teaching learning process 

7. objects 

8. Students helpful

9. English second foreign language audio-

visual aids 

10. Audio-visual aids subject-matters natural

environment useful 

 Characteristics of Good Aids : Audio-visual aids 

Characteristics 

1. accurate 

2. realistic 

3. teaching useful purpose 

4. learners mental leval 

5. simple, cheap 

6. learner motivate pupils attention 

capture 

7. aids entertainment informative

8. teaching process supplement useful teacher

replace 

 Where to use the Audio-visual Aids :

1. subject-matter intricate 

teacher subject mater explain 

2. matter 

3. subject class small 

4. subject explain complicated 

5. New vocabulary introduce 

6. Ideas thoughts explain 

Puppets : teachers 

stories charecters Illustrate puppet use

Story books represent 

papermache use 

Diorama : Diorama models 

puppets involve Diorama two diamensional

background opposite three diamensional figure 

Display box open window 

setup 

visual aid scattered meaning meaningful

integrated whole 

 Real objects/Realia : teaching aid picture film 

concept real object 

Objects students help easily

obtain small animals insects,

frogs, snakes, crocodiles etc., trees, flowers, fruits etc. 

Models : real objects class 

outside possible 

model useful 
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 Language laboratory : Language lab 

1. Hearing booth/cubicle
2. The console

3. Control room.

1. Hearing booth/Cubicle : lab class student 

booth provide booth 4 Feet

booth advisor booth 

telephones, microphones, earphones, rewind

replay stop switch

tape Key press student lesson 

2. The console : Advisor room master tapes 

tape student maintain

equipment two way

Communication ensure Console switch 

(i) Distribution switches : Master taps 

(ii) Monitary switch : Teacher students tap 

work process use

Linguistic error correct

students grading evaluation 

use 

(iii) Intercom Switches : students 

two way conversation 

(iv) Ground Call Switch : use students 

console tap 

(v) All Call Switch : Lab present students 

announcement 

3. Control Room : Control room language lab tasks, records

equipments index store 

students requirement easily available

Multilingual
multilingualism natural phenomenon

(Cognitive

flexibility) schools achievement 

potentials classroom use 

language research multilingualism

importance classroom practices

language classes monolingual 

language house community schools 

(neglected) schools 

Language target language learning 

obstacles Schools different subjects

specific language language 

class target language other language use

society 

schools language 

stereotypes language

social exploitation 

situation social political natural

sympathies languages 

language awareness justice 

equality social struggle meaningful

creative education social struggle key 

language educational activities centre point 

knowledge, language acquired 

language structures social differentiation 

exploitation (encode) language

thoughts articulations delimit

Techniques in the Multilingual Classroom :

teacher multilingualism society asset 

language classes different

languages 

Target language accuracy fluency

statements social behaviour specific skills 

learning language goal 

available discourses new

non-linguistic discourses 

language teaching methodology 

cities language classes 

classes different languages 

language, 

translation english

other languages New systems

model monitor modal, expressive approach, silent

methods, cognitive theory complete physical process etc. 

use modal 

criteria teaching

materials, language learning teaching training course

changes language education system 

centre point multilingual class 

Advantages of Multilingualism :
1. Translating
2. Ability to speak to many more people
3. Travel to other countries is easier

Disadvantages of Multilingualism :
1. Confusion
2. Possible lack of proficiency
3. Time.
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Important Questions
1. Which is not a type of picture?

(A) Snap shots
(B) Post cards
(C) Wall pictures
(D) Cutouts from newspapers

2. Which one is very useful in teaching
students to speak English and correct pro-
nunciation?
(A) Gramophone (B) Linguaphone
(C) Headphone (D) All of these

3. Which of these is an aid as well as a
method ?
(A) Black board (B) Text book
(C) Chart (D) Object

4. How many sections are there in a Lan-
guage Lab?
(A) One (B) Two
(C) Three (D) Four

5. 3-D materials make learning experience
more .....................
(A) easy (B) enlarged
(C) tough (D) direct

6. What is the other name used for flannel
board?
(A) flannel graph
(B) felt board
(C) both (A) and (B)
(D) only (A)

7. A ..................... is a simple and portable
electronic system to record, reproduce,
erase and re-record sound on a magnetic
tape.
(A) radio (B) video
(C) tape recorder (D) television

8. Which of the following has a dark coloured
plastic sheet with two bettens?
(A) Flannel board (B) Roll up board
(C) Bulletin board (D) Magnet board

9. Teaching aids help in the teaching and
learning of English as they–
(A) Motivates the children
(B) Stimulate the children’s activity
(C) Provide variety
(D) All of these

10. Which one of these in not a type of pup-
pet ?
(A) The Marionette puppets
(B) The string puppets
(C) The Thumb puppets
(D) The shadow puppets

11. Who says “A language laboratory is a
class-room containing equipment designed
and arranged to make foreign language
learning more effective than is usually
possible without it ?”
(A) Deva Singh (B) S.K. Kochar
(C) A.S. Hayes (D) None of these

12. The cover of the book should be–
(A) thick (B) strong
(C) durable (D) All of the above

13. Which of the following is the most
effective teaching aid ?
(A) Bulletin boards (B) Charts
(C) Film strips (D) Flannel board

14. Which of the following is used in the ab-
sence of real objects?
(A) Realia (B) Flannel board
(C) Chart (D) Model

15. Which teaching aid is used to project
opaque objects on screen?
(A) Microscope (B) Epidiascope
(C) Camera (D) OHP

16.  ..................... is an important source of
education of mentally retarded children.
(A) Model (B) Charts
(C) Filmstrips (D) Diagram

17. What is a chart?
(A) A sketch to explain something
(B) A map of a country
(C) A time line to show time period
(D) Tabulated statement or a diagram

18. What is a picture?
(A) an audio aid
(B) a visual aid
(C) an audio visual aid
(D) all of these

19. Which of the following is reduced through
audio visual aids?

(A) effort (B) time
(C) verbalism (D) labour

20. Pictures are used in teaching to heighten
learning .....................

(A) input (B) interest
(C) quantity (D) quality

21. Audio visual material supplement
..................... experiences.

(A) direct (B) spatial
(C) contrived (D) complex

22. Which of the following is like playing cards
or post cards?
(A) Flannel board (B) Flashcard

(C) Pictures (D) Charts

23. The style of every Reader must gradually
grow from–
(A) simple to complex

(B) complex to simple

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) None of these
24. S.K. Kochar has classified the audio-vi-

sual aids into–

(A) Five types

(B) Six types
(C) Two types

(D) Three types
25. Multilingualism may be a/an ...... to

learning second language.
(A) barrier
(B) evaluation process
(C) device
(D) resource

Answers

1. (B) 2. (D) 3. (B) 4. (B) 5. (B)

6. (C) 7. (C) 8. (B) 9. (D) 10. (C)
11. (C) 12. (D) 13. (C) 14. (D) 15. (B)

16. (C) 17. (D) 18. (B) 19. (C) 20. (B)

21. (A) 22. (B) 23. (A) 24. (A) 25. (B)

2.9 Remedial Teaching
able teachers students learning 

defects difficulties 

doctors diseases treatment

good health teachers 

students learning defects remove learning

motivate student learning difficulties

(i) Students facts, principles skills 

(ii) Students particular facts, principles skills 

present learning 

Need and Utility of Remedial Teaching :

Remedial teaching pupils teachers

useful 

1. gaps fill up pupils learning 

2. parts structures reinforcement provide

improper use 
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3. English concepts rectifies 

misconcepts 

4. correct necessary foundation 

future learning useful 

5. Achievers learning update 

class 

homogenity 

Procedure of Organizing Remedial
Teaching

Remedia teaching process steps

(a) Classification of underachievers : students English

learning similar errors Group 

Principle to be followed remedial teaching

(axioms) follow 

1. Motivation, poverty, bad health, ineffective teaching
factors errors 

unaccepted norms learning 

sympathetic treatment remedial

teaching part 

2. Pupils emotional security motivation 

3. Accuracy of Diagnosis correct classification

4. Multi-media approach 

5. Reading writing skills good study habits 

develop 

(b) Selection of Correctives : Correctives selection 

depend 

(c) Use of  Correctives : diagnosis 

pupils classification correctives 

properly select correctives 

Teacher remedial teaching take up 

suitable attitude skill Remedial

teaching daily teaching (equate) 

compensatory teaching 

(d) Evaluation of outcomes from Remedial Teaching :

Evaluation correctives 

method achievement 

evaluation 

diagnostic test (ast-test)

tests average score

average score significant

difference correctives methods 

remediation 

suitable modification 

evaluation average score, diagnosis 

remediation aspect 

 Objectives of Remedial Teaching : Remedial teaching 

objectives 

1. Initial errors improve 

2. Students knowledge related errors remore 

3. Students necessary habits, skills mental habits

teach 

4. Text-books ability efficiency increase

5. Students point of views desireable form 

6. Students self-confidence create 

7. Students good qualities habits develop 

8. Students mental tension reduce 

 Methods of Remedial Teaching :

Students remedial teaching methods

use 

1. Students learning related demerits 

remove methods 

2. Students personal differences problems 

- groups teaching

3. Students mind students 

small group teaching 

4. Occasionally students error remove 

5. Teaching weakness, short comings 

students bad habits problems

remove 

 Principles of Helping Pupils with Learning Diffi-
culties :
1. Teaching preparation

2. learning activities devise 

3. Teaching approaches

4. Clear instructions 

5. Meaningful learning situations design 

6. Main key points summarize 

7. Students class activities active participation 

encourage 

8. Students learning interest motivation 

9. Learning process focus 

10. Individual pupils performance concern 

 The Process of Remedial Teaching :

1. Curriculum adaptation 

2. Home-work policies -

3. Formulation of teaching plan 
4. Teaching activities, aids and supporting materials.
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1. Teachers help learners ‘construct’ their
knowledge in English by—
(A) giving extensive language drills in

which learners practice language
items mechanically

(B) enabling them to see the relationship
between their prior knowledge and
the new- knowledge

(C) giving the learners a lot of assign-
ments and projects that will lead to
much practice

(D) correcting every mistake a learner
makes and giving the relevant rule
of grammar as immediate feedback

2. Reading for comprehension can be best
achieved through—
(A) Helping learners  speak words

softly while reading
(B) Learners reading silently and asking

comprehension questions
(C) Teaching learners to run a finger or

pencil under the line being read
(D) Asking the children to read the text

aloud
3. Remedial teaching as part of Formative

Assessment means—
(A) extra coaching by parents
(B) teaching for gifted students
(C) diagnosing and addressing gaps in

learning
(D) teaching beyond the text-books

4. Remedial teaching is a part of—
(A) formative assessment
(B) summative assessment
(C) class test
(D) All of the above

5. Who is the writer of ‘Remedial Exercises’?
(A) Simpson (B) Yokam
(C) F.L. Billows (D) Dr.  B.S. Bloom

6. Who says “Remedial teaching is a morale
building and an interest building enterprise
for the students ?
(A) Simpson (B) F.L. Billows
(C) S.S. Bloom (D) None of these

7. Who says, “Ideally, errors in learning
should be prevented and the need for
remedial teaching should lessen as
teaching becomes more expert ?”
(A) Billows
(B) Fred. J. Schonell

(C) J.K. Device
(D) Yokam and Simpson

8. Who says, “Ear training in its most
effective form, can be imparted by
reading out from a list composed of
meaningless words, which when dictated,
given clue through meaning to the sounds
composing them ?”
(A) Billows
(B) Fred. J. Schonell
(C) I. S. Srivastava
(D) Yokam and Simpson

9. Who has suggested four steps of teach-
ing as planning, organizing, leading and
evaluating ?
(A) Simpson (B) J. K. Device
(C) Bloom (D) None of these

10. Which of these is a cause of a child’s
learning difficulties ?
(A) Students don’t learn certain skills,

facts or principles which are
considered prerequisit for the
present learning.

(B) Students develop unwholesome
attitude towards ineffective study
habits and subjects.

(C) Students learn some skills, facts and
principles incorrectly.

(D) All of the above
11. Which of these is an aspect of student’s

present position ?
(A) absence of good habits
(B) presence of bad habits
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of these

12. Usual sequence of regular classroom
teaching is—
(A) Teach  Test  Re-test
(B) Test  Teach  Re-teach
(C) Teach  Test  Re-teach
(D) Test  Teach  Re-test

13. Usual sequence of remedial teaching is—
(A) Teach  Test  Re-test
(B) Test  Teach  Re-teach
(C) Teach  Test  Re-teach
(D) Test  Teach  Re-test

14. Which of these is an aim of Remedial
teaching ?
(A) to try to correct frequent language

mistakes made by learners

(B) to raise learner’s interest
(C) to prepare syllabus
(D) to diagnose learning difficulties

15. How much periods in week are suggested
devoted to diagnostic and remedial
teaching ?
(A) one (B) two
(C) five (D) six

16. Which of these is a function of Remedial
teaching ?
(A) Better use of feedback devices
(B) Better use of teaching skill strategies

and tactics
(C) Better use of language games, home

assignments and follow-up-works
(D) All of these

17. Which of these is a strategy of Remedial
teaching ?
(A) Action research, supervised study.
(B) Programmed test, language

laboratory.
(C) Tutorial device of remedial teaching.
(D) All of these.

18. How many stages in remedial teaching ?
(A) two (B) five
(C) six (D) four

19. In which stage the programmes of
remedial teaching are used ?
(A) first (B) second
(C) third (D) fourth

20. Which one is not a part of remedial
teaching techniques ?
(A) Only three or four words should be

presented to backward spellers each
day

(B) The teacher should help the stu-
dents to analyse the multi-syllabic
words into their constituent syllables

(C) Students should not be asked to look
at a word, hear it spoken by the
teacher, say it, and write it

(D) Students’ attention should be drawn
to difficult parts of words without
underlining or marking them
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